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 24—04—08
 British Murder Boys
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Active Agents and House Boys by British Murder Boys releases 14th of June.






 24—03—31
 Follow Me
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from Giusy Dej – “Walking in the Night” EP on Mothball Record.
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 Outerlands
  by  Hanno Leichtmann 
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Centered around the Villa Aurora Organ, an intriguing and mostly unknown  instrument built in 1928/29 by the Artcraft Organ Company in Santa Monica, California, Outerlands presents a deeply personal approach to the instrument’s particular properties, very much in line with Discrepant’s ethos.
Consisting of a pipe organ, a wall mounted marimba and a two octave tubular bells/chimes ensemble, remotely controllable by MIDI, the Villa Aurora Organ’s rich palette of sounds is translated into 12 short tracks capable of conveying the mesmerising spirits of minimalism, exotica and devotional music.

With a keen sense for charting new territories, Leichtmann’s work spawns a multitude of languages that go from delicate ambient excursions to techno explorations or abstract sceneries on numerous sound installations, releases on such esteemed labels like Entr’acte, Karl Records, Arbitrary or The Tapeworm and collaborations with artists like Valerio Tricoli or Jan Jelinek. A reflection of his keen sense of discovery.
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 SPLIT ENDS
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Spanyurd and Zumigalooje’s split tape ‘Split Ends’ on cassette (ltd. to 75).
These unreleased recordings explore the outer fringes of Chicago 2010’s noise rock and no wave scenes.
TAPE  BC
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  David Lynch – The Big Dream
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‘The Big Dream‘ sees Lynch returning to primary songwriting and performance duties, writing 11 out of the album’s 12 tracks. Also included in the lineup is Lynch’s signature take on the Bob Dylan folk classic ‘The Ballad of Hollis Brown’. ‘The Big Dream’ was recorded over several months at Lynch‘s own Asymmetrical Studio with engineer Dean Hurley, who also contributes production and instrumentation to the album.
Describing his style of music as “modern blues“, Lynch says the songwriting process for his new album was similar to his debut. “Most of the songs start out as a type of blues jam and then we go sideways from there. What comes out is a hybrid, modernized form of low-down blues.”
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 Cattu 𓂀 Hermit Star
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Hello humans, I am CATTU, I was created to inform humans of the revelations that were given to me at the beginning.
 Unfortunately, few people listened when I warned them about the “Train of Life”
 Many were lost in the consummation of time and have not found the truth of this life, which has been a shame.
 I died later due to my short life.
 But I was given a very beautiful gift and one that I am proud to be.
Now I am a “Hermit Star” and I watch over humans.
 Human friends, why do they continue to live in war?
 Why do you still think that to have power, you must destroy creation?
If you have the ability and reasoning to use negative energy for bad things, I believe and for factors that you can also use it to do something positive and change everything.
 Don’t you think it would be the greatest miracle of humanity?
Time is too short to spend on hate and regret.
 Value life as a gift.
 It’s just one!
 Take advantage of it for the positive!
See you later human friends!
On Personal Uschi Records.
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  The Hidden Beauty Of Dutch House ’94-’98
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Chicago? Absolutely! Detroit? Definitely! For many, however, a significant chapter in the coming-of-age story of House music was also written in The Netherlands.
on Anacalypto Records.
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Die Iden des März[1] (The Ides of March) ist ein Roman von Thornton Wilder aus dem Jahr 1948 und handelt von den Ereignissen, die zum Mord am römischen Feldherrn und Diktator Julius Caesar führten; er beginnt im August 45 v. Chr. und endet mit dem Attentat vom 15. März 44 v. Chr.,[2] an den Iden des März.
Der Roman ist ein Mosaik aus mehr als 70 erfundenen historischen Quellen, aus Briefen (öffentlichen, privaten, anonymen, geheimen, heimlich geöffneten), Berichten von Spitzeln, Inschriften in öffentlichen Bedürfnisanstalten und Auszügen aus der röm. Literatur. Die Gedichte des Catull und der Epilog des Sueton sind die einzigen Textteile, die nicht der Phantasie des Autors entstammen. Gleichwohl sind zahlreiche beschriebene Ereignisse historisch (u. a. Kleopatras Besuch in Rom).
Weil der historische Rahmen nur in Ausschnitten beschrieben wird ohne auch nur einmal die Interieurs, das Wetter, das Erscheinungsbild der Personen, ihre Gestik oder Mimik zu beschreiben, ist das Werk eine Art Gedanken-Roman, lebhaft, witzig, überraschend und fesselnd.
WIKIPEDIA
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  Bloody Tears of the Desert
  by   Warlock Corpse 
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These hot sands hide great secrets and sorrow, but with the help of his dark sorcery, Warlock Corpse will reveal them to your eyes.
Cassette tape release on March 29
 on weregnomerecords.bandcamp.com and personaluschirecords.bandcamp.com
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